This paper reports our experience with irregular I/O and describes lessons learned when running applications with such I/O on supercomputers at the extreme scale. Specifically, we study how irregularities in I/O patterns (i.e., irregular amount of data written per process at each I/O step) in scientific simulations can cause increasing I/O times and substantial loss in scalability. To this end, we quantify the impact of irregular I/O patterns on the I/O performance of scientific applications at the extreme scale by statistically modeling the irregular I/O behavior of two scientific applications: the Monte Carlo application QMCPack and the adaptive mesh refinement application ENZO. For our testing, we feed our model into I/O kernels of two well-known I/O data models (i.e., ADIOS and HDF) to measure the performance of the two applications' I/O under different I/O settings. Empirically, we show how the growing data sizes and the irregular I/O patterns in these applications are both relevant factors impacting performance.
Introduction
The I/O times of applications at the extreme scale play key roles in the applications' overall performance. As the number of processes grows, the I/O fraction of the whole execution time grows, causing substantial loss in overall scalability. In our past work with the QMCPack application and the integration of the Adaptable IO System (ADIOS) I/O library in its code, we experienced this problem first-hand [1] [2] [3] . Fig. 1 shows results from this work; specifically the figure shows the average percentage of time spent by QMCPack simulations of a large graphite system in execution (i.e., for computation and communication) vs. the time spent for I/O. The values are obtained over a set of 6 QMCPack runs, each performing 100 Monte Carlo steps and saving to disk the traces every 10 steps. We considered two popular libraries, HDF5 [4] and ADIOS [5] ; for both we considered different aggregation ratios for the writing processes (i.e., one aggregator for two processes, one aggregator for four processes, and one aggregator for eight processes). Independently from the I/O library and aggregation ratios, the I/O grows to become 30% of the total execution time when half the nodes of the Titan supercomputer at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) are used.
Identifying the reasons for increasing I/O times is not always intuitive or trivial. At first we thought that the irregularity of the I/O pattern (i.e., irregular amount of data written per process at each I/O step) in QMCPack was among the main causes of the increasing I/O times. QMCPack uses quantum Monte Carlo methods to find solutions to the many-body Schrödinger's equation by stochastic samplings [6] and calculates total energies of condensed systems. The core of the QMCPack algorithm works on many trial solutions called walkers. A process runs multiple walkers per step; at the end of each step, walkers with low energy are duplicated, while walkers with high energy are terminated. Thus, within each simulation step, processes deal with different numbers of walkers and write different amounts of data to disk. To study whether our hypothesis about the impact of I/O irregularities on performance is true, we consider different I/O patterns (both irregular and regular) and study their performance under different I/O settings. We investigate the problem when using two I/O data models with their libraries and file formats, namely, ADIOS and HDF5.
The spectrum of applications with irregular I/O is broad. To cover such a spectrum and at the same time consider meaningful scientific applicators at the extreme scale, we considered the Monte Carlo application QMCPack [6] and an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) application ENZO [7] . For each application, we ran several simulations and built a statistical model of their I/O patterns, which we present in this paper. For completeness, we also modeled the regular I/O of two scientific applications, S3D [8] and GTC [9] , whose processes write the same amount of data at each I/O step. In our study, we fed the models into two I/O kernels supported by the two I/O models (i.e., ADIOS and HDF) and we studied the impact of different I/O settings. In this experience paper, we present lessons learned when measuring the impacts of irregular I/O on performance on Titan at ORNL. Techniques to tune the applications' I/O performance are beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [2] .
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We statistically model the I/O behavior of two irregular and a regular scientific applications.
• We feed the models into the ADIOS and HDF I/O kernels to measure the performance of the two applications' I/O under different I/O parameter values and settings.
• We critically compare and contrast the results for a large set of I/O scenarios and show how the growing I/O size (i.e., from a small I/O size of few megabytes per writing process to the larger I/O size with an increase of one order of magnitude) and the irregular I/O patterns in applications with irregular I/O are relevant factors when tuning performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the applications and their I/O patterns; Section 3 describes the I/O methods studied in this paper and the I/O kernels used for the testing; Section 4 defines the key time components profiled in this work for both ADIOS and HDF5; Section 5 presents the several tests at the small and large scales; Section 6 discusses relevant related work; and Section 7 concludes this paper with a brief summary and ideas for future work.
Profiling I/Os of real applications
We model the irregular I/O behavior of the Monte Carlo application QMCPack and the AMR application ENZO, as well as the regular I/O behavior of S3D and GTC. QMCPack and ENZO represent two classes of applications with two quite different irregular I/O patterns. QMCPack's I/O pattern features all the processes writing to disk; the amount of data written by each process resembles the shape of a normal distribution. On the other hand, ENZO's pattern features very few processes writing very large amounts of data, while the other processes write only a few KBytes. As the name also suggests, applications with regular patterns exhibit processes which all write the same amount of data at each I/O step.
QMCPack
QMCPack's many trial solutions are called walkers and evolve over many steps during which they refine a system of particles using the diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) method. At the end of each step, walkers with low energy are duplicated, and walkers with high energy are terminated. Consequently, at each step, each process has a different number of walkers whose particle positions and energies it must write out to disk. Fig 2a shows the box plot graphic for the number of walkers being written to output for real QMCPack simulations when performing 15 DMC steps of a large graphite system with 128 carbons and 512 electrons and using 256 processes (two per node) on Titan. The box plot consists of seven pieces of information. The whisker on the bottom extends from the 10th percentile (bottom decile) to the top 90th percentile (top decile). Outliers are placed at the end of the bottom and top decile whiskers (outliers caps). The top, bottom, and lines through the middle of the box correspond to the 75th percentile (top box line), 25th percentile (bottom box line), and 50th percentile (middle box line), respectively. A square is used to indicate the arithmetic mean. The height of the box indicates a large variability in the number of walkers across the 256 processes at each step. For this QMCPack simulation, for each step, the mean (square) is equal to the median (middle box line), suggesting that a normal distribution of the number of walkers across processes per step can statically model the number of writing walkers per process at a given simulation step. Note that each walker contains the same amount of data per write (i.e., 65 KB); thus the total size of the I/O data per process can be obtained by multiplying the number of walkers by 65 KB. Fig. 2b shows an example of normal distribution used to generate the I/O profile of QMCPack for one single step. While the number of walkers per process changes across steps, the overall distribution remains normal. Fig. 2c shows the box plot for the number of walkers being written to output for the synthetically generated I/O of QMCPack simulations used in our tests when performing 15 DMC steps of the large graphite system.
ENZO
ENZO is a parallel AMR application for computational astrophysics and cosmology. The ENZO algorithm uses high spatial and temporal resolution for modeling astrophysical fluid flows. Data is organized in Cartesian meshes in one, two, and three dimensions, and different meshes with different sizes are written by different processes at runtime. An ENZO simulation changes the accuracy of a solution in certain regions as the simulation evolves. In ENZO, the processes write a variable amount of data per step as the simulation expands and contracts the several meshes. Fig. 3a shows the plot box of the ENZO simulation for 15 steps of the NFW Cool-Core Cluster test on 256 nodes of Titan. The simulation of the cooling flow is performed in an idealized cool-core cluster that resembles the Perseus cluster. The test considers a root mesh of 64 3 , a maximum refinement level of 12, and a minimum mass for refinement level exponent of −0.2. In this simulation, as the cooling catastrophe happens, the temperature drops to the bottom of the cooling function. We observe that very few outliers (processes) deal with very large meshes while many processes deal with smaller meshes. As for QMCPack, we observe a large I/O variability (i.e., wide box plot). Contrary to QMCPack, the variability is not distributed normally but more closely resembles an exponential distribution. This can be deducted from the mean that is biased by the high size of the data records written by few outliers and the median that is overlapping with the bottom box line. Fig. 3b shows an example of exponential distribution used to generate the I/O profile of ENZO for one single step. Across steps, as the number of blocks per process changes, the overall distribution remains exponential. Fig. 3c shows the box plot graphic for the number of blocks being written to output for the synthetically generated I/O of ENZO simulations that we use for our testing when performing 15 steps.
Applications with regular I/O patterns
To prove our hypothesis, we compare and contrast the I/O performance of the two applications described above with the I/O performance of a hypothetical application with regular I/O pattern. Several applications like S3D and GTC exhibit such a regular I/O pattern since in their simulations each process writes the same amount of data at each I/O step. These applications are easy to mimic synthetically. In an ideal case, the box plot graphic for this type of applications presents the overlapping of the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles in a single horizontal line, while no outliers are detected. The statistical model used here to mimic the I/O of regular applications assigns constant data to each writing process at each I/O step.
I/O libraries
We consider two data models with their library and file format, ADIOS and HDF5, that are commonly used in supercomputers. In this section we provide a general overview of the two models.
ADIOS background
ADIOS consists of a suite of I/O methods, an easy-to-use read-and-write API, a set of utilities, and metadata stored in an external XML file [5] . Different I/O methods, such as POSIX and MPI_AGGREGATE, can be specified in the XML file, which can be changed at runtime rather than compile time. ADIOS_POSIX (or POSIX) is the simplest of the ADIOS methods; it uses the standard POSIX file API. Each process writes to one file, and an extra global metadata file is created to reference the data output. POSIX obtains high performance when using few processes since it has low overhead; for large process counts, however, the metadata server of a distributed file system such as Lustre can become a bottleneck. ADIOS MPI_AGGREGATE is a hybrid method that first aggregates data to a small subset of processes and then uses MPI-I/O to write to disk. By accumulating data, ADIOS MPI_AGGREGATE keeps the load on the Lustre metadata server low and thus continues to perform even with very large numbers of processes. The simple API allows for minimal changes to the existing code, while the XML file enables I/O method switching without recompiling the code. The XML file is parsed on ADIOS initialization; its metadata contains a description of the data generated and information on how the data should be written out to disk.
The ADIOS I/O library comes with Skel, a tool that allows us to decouple the I/O from the simulation. Skel builds the skeleton of an application's I/O by decoupling the I/O component of a complex code from its computation and communication components [10] . Skel takes an ADIOS XML metadata descriptor and a set of parameters and generates C or FORTRAN source code with the appropriate ADIOS I/O calls, data generation, and timers. The execution of the benchmarks on real platforms is faster because Skel does not include computation and communication but just I/O; users can easily and efficiently collect a large set of I/O performance information. The original implementation of Skel had a major limitation that reduced its applicability: it provided a method to specify only a fixed I/O size per "time step". We addressed this limitation and extended Skel to enable variable I/O size per process and per I/O step using three different techniques: an inline definition of functions modeling the I/O of each process the generation of processes' I/Os based on a statistical distribution, and the use of I/O traces from a real simulation. Each approach is selected by adding additional tags to Skel's XML description of the I/O. When these tags are encountered, Skel uses the XML-specified approach to generate the variable I/O across processes at runtime.
HDF5 background
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) [4] has become a standard for scientific data archiving and data sharing because it enables scientists to create and record the structure and metadata about the dataset being stored. HDF includes a data model, library, and file format for storing and managing complex heterogeneous data. HDF5's flexible and simple data model provides the ability to define a higher-level data model on top of HDF5 to describe domain-specific data relationships. HDF5s data model consists of two components: groups and datasets. Groups are structures that resemble directories and contain links to datasets, subgroups, and other objects. A dataset is contained within a group and consists of a multidimensional array of elements, together with supporting metadata. A dataset allows for a wide variety of data types. Datasets have a single data type that applies to every data element. HDF5's library defines a set of predefined data types that are consistent with commonly used storage formats, which include two's complement integers, IEEE floating-point numbers, and big-endian and little endian byte orders. A dataset can be stored as a linear array of contiguous bytes or broken into separate chunks; it may be compressed or stored in a separate file. Combinations of these storage options are also possible. HDF uses a portable file format, with no limit on the number or size of data objects in the collection. HDF5 offers a number of options for organizing data within the file, to take advantage of the access patterns employed in reading and writing data. The open source library of HDF runs on a wide variety of computing platforms, from personal PCs to petascale-class machines such as Titan and Blue Gene. HDF runs on a wide variety of high-level APIs with C, C++, FORTRAN 90, and Java interfaces.
The key features HDF offers for optimizing storage space and access time are compression, metadata caching, chunking, and an extensible set of I/O drivers. Moreover, the HDF group provides users with tools for analyzing and managing the data, including HDFView, a visual tool for browsing and editing HDF5; h5check, a tool to check the validity of an HDF file; and h5edit, a tool for editing an HDF5 file. Moreover, HDF can be used by other middleware packages (e.g., FLASH, MATLAB, Mathematica, ParaView, and R) to supports data managing, manipulating, viewing, and analyzing in applications.
Taxonomy of I/O times
While performing the same type of writing, the ADIOS and HDF5 total times can be decomposed into different I/O time components.
Time components in ADIOS kernel
In previous work, we showed how POSIX and MPI_AGGREGATE are the most effective ADIOS methods for small and large numbers of writers, respectively [1] [2] [3] . Here we focus our analysis on these two methods. For both methods, the I/O time can be divided into several phases. In an initial phase, ADIOS reads in the specified XML file and parses it for the I/O parameters to be used for the application run. In this phase, the ADIOS buffer is also allocated. If MPI_AGGREGATE is selected as the I/O method, then all the writers in the application are split into process groups (PGs). Each PG is a collection of writers; one of the writers in each PG is designated as the PG aggregator. The aggregator is responsible for gathering the data from the other writers in the PG and saving the data to disk. If the number of aggregators, which is specified in the XML file, evenly divides the number of writers, then each PG will be exactly the same size. If not, one PG will have slightly more or slightly fewer writers than the average. Each aggregator creates a group metadata file on the filesystem using MPI_File_Open and writes out the PG header to it. The process with rank zero is responsible for creating the global metadata file. We call the I/O time to create the groups and define the aggregators ADIOS_Group. If POSIX is selected as the I/O method for the run, then each writer creates its own metadata file on the filesystem. This step requires each writer to contact the metadata server; the connection to the metadata server can quickly become a bottleneck as the number of writers expands. Again the process with rank zero is responsible for creating the global metadata file that contains a duplicate copy of all the metadata in the "subfiles" created by the other writers. We call the I/O time to create the files and contact the metadata server ADIOS_Open.
Independently from the I/O method used, each writer copies its data from its application's buffers into its ADIOS buffer. This is a simple write to memory operation; we call the associated I/O time ADIOS_Write. In the last I/O phase, the data is saved to disk. In the case of POSIX, each writer sends its data to disk. In the case of MPI_AGGREGATE, each writer sends its data to its PG's aggregator, and then the aggregator writes out the data to disk. Once all of the data is on disk, each writer is then responsible for its metadata. In the case of POSIX, each process is a writer and writes out the data to the metadata file. Each piece of metadata is saved in two places. The first place is in the subfile with the metadata's associated data. The second place is together with all the other metadata in the global metadata file. The process with rank 0 is responsible for this global file and must gather all the metadata from each writer and write it to the global file. In the case of MPI_AGGREGATE, the writers' tasks are performed by the aggregators. We call this time component ADIOS_Close.
ADIOS also supports the option of disabling the generation and storage of the global metadata file. This can potentially improve the write performance by eliminating the metadata aggregation performed during the ADIOS_Close stage. This performance increase, however, comes at the cost of increasing the complexity when the data is read back in. To obtain a global view of the data during a read without the global metadata file, each individual subfile must be opened and its metadata parsed, tasks that can be costly with large numbers of subfiles. This tradeoff is explored in Section 5.
Time components in HDF5 kernel
The HDF kernel was designed to mimic the behavior of the MPI_AGGREGATE method in ADIOS and has many of the same phases. In the initial phase, the HDF kernel parses the command line arguments for the I/O parameters to be used for the application run. Also in this phase the application buffers are allocated and the PGs are created based on the aggregation ratio. The aggregator of each PG calls H5Fcreate to create an HDF5 file on the Lustre filesystem. This step involves communication with the Lustre metadata server and can be costly at large scales. Fortunately, this cost is paid only once at the beginning of the kernel; subsequent modifications to the file just require reopening the existing file, which is a much cheaper operation. This differs from ADIOS, where appending to files is not supported in the MPI_AGGREGATE method and a new file must be created for each timestep. We call this the Init phase. For the next phase, each aggregator opens an HDF file created in the Init phase and preps it for the appending of data. This step involves the creation of a new HDF group, dataspace, and dataset. We call this the HDF_Open phase. For the next phase, the data is aggregated from every process in each PG down to the aggregator. While the data is being aggregated down, the aggregator is simultaneously writing the data out to the HDF5 file using the H5Dwrite function. We call this the HDF_Write phase. The final stage involves the closing of the HDF5 groups, dataspaces, datasets, and files. When the HDF5 file is closed using H5Fclose, the remaining data, both raw and metadata, is flushed out to disk, and access to the file is terminated. We call this the HDF_Close phase.
In addition to replicating the functionality found in MPI_AGGREGATE, the HDF kernel supports the ability to choose between two different techniques for aggregating the data: brigade aggregation and asynchronous gather. The brigade aggregation mimics the aggregation done in ADIOS. Each MPI process in a process group with rank i sends its data to the process with rank i − 1 while simultaneously receiving data from the process with rank i + 1. This creates a "line" of processes that the data flows down on its way to the aggregator. This method is described in further detail in Section 5.2.3. The second type of aggregation, asynchronous gather, achieves the same result as brigade aggregation but with much less data movement. Each nonaggregator in a process group does a blocking send to its aggregator. As the aggregator is writing out a block of data to disk, it does an asynchronous receive from any MPI rank in the process group. Hence, the first nonaggregator to send its data to the aggregator gets served first. This asynchronous gather eliminates all of the redundant data movement present in brigade aggregation. The tradeoff is that each MPI process within a process group must communicate with the aggregator directly. If the network path between the aggregator and any of the MPI processes in the process group is slow because of network congestion or other factors, the penalty will be large. Since the aggregator in brigade aggregation communicates only with rank 1 in the process group, however, the effects of these slowdowns can be diminished.
Performance characterization
Our study reports observed performance tendencies of irregular I/Os when mimicking the patterns of well-known applications on real supercomputers.
Experimental setting
We ran our tests on Titan, a Cray XK7 machine with 18,688 compute nodes and 299,008 cores. The performance analysis is structured in two parts: the analysis at the small scale on Titan using the older Spider Lustre filesystem with 10.7 PB of space and a bandwidth of 240 GB/s, and the analysis at the large scale on the same supercomputer but with the newer Atlas Lustre filesystem, with 32 PB of disk space and a bandwidth of 1 TB/s. The data analyzed was collected during the transition from the old to the new filesystem on Titan, thus the two sets of measurements. At the small scale, each process can write up to 2.4 MB. The data size is tailored to match the size ranges in QMCPACK for which each process had approximately 35 walkers and each walker generates 65KB, summing up to approximately 2.4 MB. At the larger scale, each process can write up to 24MB. The size range is a next-generation approximation: we expect that the computational abilities of the next-generation machines will be one order of magnitude larger. For instance, QMCPACK should be able to run with 10X as many walkers per process on nextgeneration supercomputers. We repeated each test three times on 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 nodes of Titan with two process per node; each test performed 15 consecutive writes. The measured I/O times for each set of 15 writes are presented in box plots, each collecting multiple pieces of information. The height of the boxes indicates the time variability across the multiple samples. The 75th percentile (top box line), 25th percentile (bottom box line), and 50th percentile (middle box line) are captured by top, bottom, and middle lines of the box. The whisker on the bottom extends from the 10th percentile (bottom decile) to the top 90th percentile (top decile). Red outliers caps are at the end of the bottom and top decile whiskers. The arithmetic mean is represented by a square.
Performance at the small scale
At the small scale, we profile the three main ADIOS times (i.e, ADIOS_Total, ADIOS_Write, and ADIOS_Close) with ADIOS supporting metadata and with I/O data sizes approximately 2.4 MB per process. We consider the three different I/O patterns (i.e., exponential, normal, and uniform) with different numbers of aggregators (i.e., 1:4 and 1:16). In our analysis we focus on the following performance comparisons: threading vs. nonthreading in ADIOS; POSIX vs. MPI AGGREGATE; all-gather aggregations vs. brigade aggregations; and diverse numbers of object storage targets (OSTs) and aggregators. 
Threading vs. nonthreading
POSIX has no threading capabilities as an ADIOS method. For MPI_AGGREGATE, the main difference when turning on or off the threading is how the open operation is performed. When threading is enabled, the MPI_File_Open is performed in a separate thread. The thread is joined back into the main thread during the ADIOS_Close, right before the data is written to disk. Thus, while all the ADIOS_Writes (and possibly other application computation) are being performed, the open is happening asynchronously. This approach helps mitigate the large overhead associated with the Lustre metadata server on systems such as Titan. We note that threading is also performed within the ADIOS_Close when using the MPI_AGGREGATE method. Once all the data has been written to the subfiles, the associated metadata must also be written to the subfiles. Moreover, the metadata must be sent to the process with rank 0 and written out to the global metadata file. These two operations are performed simultaneously when using threading.
To study the impact of threading, we compare the performance in terms of total time for the regular I/O pattern (i.e., "constant" pattern) and irregular I/O patterns (i.e., "normal" for the QMCPack-like I/O pattern and "exponential" for the ENZO-like I/O pattern) without and with threading. In the Uniform pattern, each process writes 2.4 MB of data. In the normal pattern, samples are taken from a normal distribution with a mean of 2.4 MB and a standard deviation of 0.8 MB. In the exponential pattern, samples are taken from an exponential distribution with a lambda of 0.5. The samples are then scaled so that the average is 2.4 MB. This size is considered a medium I/O size for our tests. In Fig. 4 we compare the total time with and without threading for 15 steps of the three I/O patterns using 2048 writers (two processes per node and 1024 nodes of Titan). We use a fixed aggregation ratio of two writers per aggregator. We observe that threading clearly provides better performance by reducing the ADIOS_Group time to a negligible fraction of the total time. Once threading is turned on, the main time component is the ADIOS_Close time. We observed that the total times and the ADIOS_Close times match for all three I/O patterns, indicating how for medium I/O size, this time component is the driving performance factor. An increase in the number of writers and associated nodes does not substantially change this observation. Fig. 5 shows how ADIOS_Close times match for all three I/O patterns when using 2048 and 4096 writers (with two writers per node) on Titan with threading. The general conclusion that threading should be "on" as the default configuration for ADIOS is not surprising. What it is surprising is that the performance is dictated by the ADIOS_Close times and that the performance values are immune to the type of patterns at this level of I/O size, system sizes, and aggregation ratios.
POSIX vs. MPI_AGGREGATE
Intuitively, POSIX should be outperformed by the MPI_AGGREGATE as the number of writers grows. To assess this hypothesis, we compare POSIX vs. MPI_AGGREGATE for the three I/O patterns; the results are shown in Fig. 6 when using 2048 writers. Similar performance was measured for 4096 writers (not shown in this paper). The results in Fig. 6 are again not surprising as turning on threading "removes" the impact of the ADIOS_Group time on the total time. On the other hand, the opening phases for POSIX do not benefit from threading. In results not shown in this paper, we also observe that turning off threading causes the MPI_AGGREGATE method to become more costly than POSIX, even for 4096 writers, confirming the need for threading in I/O operations. The relevance of these tests is that they confirm the insensitivity of the I/O times to the I/O patterns for both POSIX and MPI_AGGREGATE for medium I/O size: the total times exhibit the same behavior for the three I/O patterns for POSIX and for MPI_AGGREGATE.
Aggregation: all-Gather vs. brigade
Our tests point out the critical role of ADIOS_Close times on the overall performance. Specifically, we observe how the ADIOS_Close times match the total time in size and behavior across the different I/O patterns. The closing operation used as the default in MPI_AGGREGATE is brigade aggregation. ADIOS also supports a simple aggregation called all-gather. To better understand the dynamics of the closing operation, we compare the ADIOS_Close times for simple aggregation with those for brigade aggregation.
The simple all-gather aggregation (called here AGG = 1) is a naive way of gathering data. Initially each aggregator allocates a block of memory large enough to store all the data from all the writers in the same PG. This operation is followed by an MPI_Gatherv. Once all the data is within the aggregators memory, the data is saved to disk. The obvious disadvantage is that each aggregator must have enough physical memory available to store all the data written by its PG. This is a most unlikely event given today's scientific applications. The brigade aggregation (called here AGG = 2) is a more sophisticated way of gathering the data; it avoids the memory limitations present in the simple aggregation. All the writers within a PG do an MPI_AllGather communication with the amount of data they plan to write. Each writer then allocates a block of memory equal to the size of the largest block of data to be written by a process in the PG. A "line" of process is created, ordered from largest rank to smallest rank (which should be the aggregator). A cascade of data begins to flow from the highest-ranked process down to the aggregator. Each process prepares to receive data from its higher-rank neighbor while simultaneously sending data to its lower-rank neighbor. The aggregator begins saving data out to the disk, one writer block at a time. Thus, as each iteration is completed, the data moves down the line of processes, ending at the aggregator. Although more data movement is involved in the brigade aggregation than in the simple aggregation, the memory requirement of the brigade aggregation is only that of the largest block to be written.
To study the performance dynamics of the two closing algorithms, we compare the ADIOS_Close time for the I/O pattern when using 2048 and 4096 writers on Titan with simple aggregation (AGG = 1) and brigade aggregation (AGG = 2). Once again for the medium I/O size we observe no difference in terms of performance behavior across the three I/O patterns, and thus we display in Fig. 7 only the results of the normal distribution. We conclude that there is no difference between the two closing approaches in terms of the maximum I/O times of the writers for each I/O step. On the other hand, within each single step the writers exhibit a different performance profile for the two closing approaches. Note that both sets of tests were run with two writers per node and an aggregation ratio of 1:2. In the case of simple aggregation, a thread is spawned, and both the data and metadata are simultaneously gathered at each aggregator. Because of the parameters of these tests, this aggregation can be done through shared memory rather than over Titan's Gemini network. Thus, the aggregation happens quickly. Any nonaggregator writers (half the writers in these test cases) rapidly finish their portion of ADIOS_Close and exit the function. The remaining writers, the aggregators, must write all the data and metadata out to disk. This operation is much slower than the aggregation and causes the large gaps we see in the figures. With brigade aggregation, each aggregator immediately begins writing its data out to disk while simultaneously receiving data from the other writer in the PG. This approach causes the nonaggregators to block inside the ADIOS_Close while waiting for the aggregators to finish writing out the first block of data. Once the aggregators finish writing the first block, the nonaggregators can quit blocking on their MPI communication and can exit the ADIOS_Close function. The aggregators then write out the second block of data and exit. Hence, half the writers exit halfway through the ADIOS_Close. We note that from the point of view of the memory use on each single node, the brigade aggregation with its lower memory requirements seems to better fit with the growing data size of applications; thus this is the approach used in the rest of this paper.
Number of OSTs and aggregators
One critical question that is driving the I/O research is the selection of the optimal number of OSTs and aggregators. While the search for such values has been studied in other work [11] and is not the scope of this paper, we include here the study of their impact on performance for the sets of values that are normally considered when running applications on Titan. Fig. 8 shows the ADIOS_Close times for the normal distribution pattern when using 2048 writers (two writers per node) on Titan with different aggregation ratios (i.e., 1:8 (a), 1:4 (b), and 1:2 (c)). The figure also shows a case in which the number of aggregators and OSTs do not match (i.e., the ration of aggregators over OSTs is two (d)). Fig. 9 shows the ADIOS_Close time for the normal pattern when using 4096 writers (two writers per node) on Titan with different parameters values. In both figures we can observe that as the number of writers grows, the optimal ratio of aggregation also changes. For 2048 writers the optimal ratio is 1:8, whereas for 4096 the ratio increases to 1:16. On the other hand, in both case studies a different number of OSTs does not seem to impact performance. Our observations confirm the importance of selecting the proper number of aggregators for the sake of performance. The observations also confirm that the optimal numbers of aggregators may vary based on the number of writers and the data size (results not shown in this section). On the other hand, the type of I/O patterns (regular or irregular) seems again not to impact performance for the type of tests considered in this paper. Here we present results for the normal distribution, but similar results were observed for the other two patterns. 
Performance at the large scale
At the large scale, we profile the main ADIOS times (i.e, ADIOS_Total, ADIOS_Write, and ADIOS_Close) with ADIOS metadata support on and off. We also profile the main HDF5 times (i.e., HDFtotal, H5Dwrite, and H5Fclose) using the two aggregation algorithms-namely, the brigade algorithm, which uses an approach to aggregate data similar to that of the ADIOS brigade method, and the asynchronous gathering algorithm (both algorithms were described in Section 3.2). Different numbers of processes and nodes in Titan are used, where each process writes data in the order of 24 MB. We study the two irregular I/O patterns (i.e., exponential and normal) with different numbers of aggregators (i.e., 1:2, 1:4, 1:8, 1:16, and 1:32). We perform a comprehensive set of tests with up to 4096 writers (two processes per node and 2048 nodes of Titan). Here we present results for the test set using 4096 processes, but similar results were observed for the test sets with fewer processes. In our study we focus on the following performance aspects: performance impact of metadata support in ADIOS; driving I/O time components in ADIOS; performance of HDF brigade vs. asynchronous gather; and the pros and cons of ADIOS vs. HDF5.
Impact of metadata support in ADIOS
As described in Section 3.1, ADIOS comes with metadata support. While the additional information on the actual data is a plus for the user, the support may come at an additional performance cost, especially when many processes perform large I/O writing. Thus we explore the impact of the ADIOS metadata support on performance at the large scale. Fig. 10a -e shows the ADIOS I/O times of the 4096 processes per steps when metadata is supported for the exponential I/O pattern with aggregation ratios of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writing processes respectively; for the sake of comparison Fig. 11a-e shows the same time components for the same exponential I/O pattern but without metadata support. Fig. 12 a-e shows the ADIOS total times of the 4096 processes when the metadata support is on for the normal I/O pattern with aggregation ratios of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writing processes; Fig. 13a -e shows the same time components for the same exponential I/O but without metadata support.
Two main observations from the analysis of the test sets are also illustrated in Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13. First, metadata support causes a larger variation of the I/O times per step across the writing processes at the smaller aggregation ratios (i.e., 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8). This can be associated with the fact that the generation and storage of the metadata requires additional work at the aggregator level; these processes that serve as aggregators are also those experiencing the larger I/O times causing the variations. On the other hand, for the larger aggregation ratios (i.e., 1:16 and 1:32), the impact of the metadata support on the processes' times is hidden by other I/O factors. Thus, in both cases (i.e., with and without metadata support), we observe the same large variations of times per I/O step. Second, supporting metadata seems to come at a negligible increase of total I/O time per step that can be tolerated, considering the advantages of the metadata support. For small aggregation ratios (i.e., 1:2, 1:4, and 1:8), the loss in performance with respect to the total I/O time is less than 5%. For larger aggregation ratios (i.e., 1:16 and 1:32), no difference in total time per I/O step is observable. In general, the fact that I/O times seem not to be sensitive to the metadata support when using large aggregation ratios can be related to two factors: (1) the cost of aggregating and storing the global metadata is dwarfed by the cost of aggregating and storing the actual data; and (2) the MPI_Reduce to aggregate the global metadata is latency bound, whereas the MPI_Reduce to aggregate the actual data is bandwidth bound.
Driving time components in ADIOS
Just as in the small scale, we study the behavior of the main ADIOS time components at the larger scale (i.e., ADIOS_Write and ADIOS_Close) and their impact on the total I/O times. Fig. 14a -e shows the ADIOS_Write times for ADIOS without metadata for the exponential I/O pattern with an aggregation ratio of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writers; Fig. 15a -e shows the ADIOS_Close times for same exponential I/O pattern. Here we present results for ADIOS without metadata support, but similar results were observed for ADIOS with metadata support. Fig. 16 a-e shows the ADIOS_Write times for ADIOS without metadata for the normal I/O pattern with a level of aggregation of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writers; Fig. 17a -e shows the ADIOS_Close times for same normal I/O pattern.
In all our tests, we observe that ADIOS_Write times closely match the behaviors of the actual data sizes. Moreover, ADIOS_Write times of the single processes at each I/O step are one order of magnitude smaller than the ADIOS_Close times. We also note that the ADIOS_Write times are in the same range independently from the type of I/O pattern and aggregation ratios. As also observed at the small scale, ADIOS_Close times mostly impact the overall I/O times and are sensitive to the aggregation ratios. The aggregation impact is further discussed below.
Impact of aggregations in ADIOS
Not surprisingly, different aggregation ratios impact performance in different ways. Figs. 10 and 12 indicate how, when metadata support is on, both exponential and normal I/O patterns exhibit similar performance for lower aggregation ratios (up to 1 aggregator for 8 processes) and have a sweet spot in terms of the aggregation ratio equal to 1 aggregator for 4 processes for the normal distribution and 1 aggregator for 8 processes for the exponential distribution. Turning off metadata support slightly improves the performance of 1 aggregator for 4 processes aggregation but comes at the cost of not benefiting from the additional information embedded in the metadata. The figures also show that for both irregular I/O patterns (i.e., for the normal and exponential patterns), high aggregation ratios come not only with a high performance degradation but also with a high variability in terms of the time each process needs to complete its I/O phase. In general, the observations with lower aggregation ratios match and confirm the results in Fig. 1 where we showed that the three smaller aggregation ratios in the real application QMCPack resulted in similar I/O overheads. Based on our observations, we conclude that a further increase in the aggregation ratio will result in a further increase in I/O overhead and deterioration of the I/O scalability.
HDF brigade vs. synchronous gather
HDF5 is a valuable alternative to ADIOS, and thus we explore the impact of the two different aggregation algorithms described in Section 4.2 on the I/O performance for the two irregular I/O patterns and the same numbers of nodes on Titan. Fig. 18a -e shows the HDF5 I/O total times when using brigade for the exponential I/O pattern with aggregation ratios of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writing processes; Fig. 19a -e shows the same time components for same exponential I/O but with asynchronous gather. Fig. 20 a-e shows the HDF total I/O times when using brigade for the normal I/O pattern with aggregation ratios of one aggregator for 2, 4, 6, 16, and 32 writing processes; Fig. 21a -e shows the same time components for same exponential I/O but with asynchronous gather.
At very small aggregation ratios (i.e. 1-to-2 and 1-to-4), brigade and asynchronous gather have similar performance profiles. As the aggregation ratio increases, the runtime of brigade increases much faster than that of asynchronous gather. In the worst case of the exponential I/O with an aggregation ratio of 1:32, the difference in performance is greater than a factor of 5. This is most likely due to the extra data movement that occurs in brigade aggregation as actual data is transferred from neighbor to neighbor, and this movement of data increases the probability that both congestion and system noise slow the transfer rate. Even a small performance penalty incurred 32 times, as in the case of a 1:32 aggregation ratio, can have a large impact on performance.
Pros and cons of ADIOS vs. HDF
Ultimately the comparison between ADIOS and HDF is not a perfect one. Each has its own features. ADIOS supports a global metadata file, which incurs a small cost at write time but greatly decreases the complexity of reading. HDF does not have this global metadata file feature and thus does not have the overhead, but it also does not support the additional information in the metadata. In addition, HDF supports creating a file once and reopening it for appending, while the version of ADIOS that we used (i.e., 1.5) does not support appending to files in the MPI_AGGREGATE method. Thus ADIOS must incur the cost of creating files on the Lustre filesystem at every time step, whereas HDF has to pay this cost only once, on the first time step.
Despite the limitations of the comparison, we claim that in most cases the performance of HDF and ADIOS is similar. This is consistent with what we saw in our previous work on real applications and summarized in Fig. 1 . This is not to say that the performance of ADIOS and HDF cannot be improved. The data suggests that at large aggregation ratios, the ADIOS method MPI_AGGREGATE could benefit from using asynchronous gather rather than brigade when aggregating data. The data also suggests that support for appending to files in the MPI_AGGREGATE method could be beneficial to ADIOS.
Related work
The study of I/O performance is still an open challenge. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing work systematically studies the I/O performance of simulations exhibiting irregular I/O patterns. Recent efforts targeting the performance profile and tuning of I/O parameters include [11] [12] [13] [14] . As for the work presented in our paper, work in [11] [12] [13] studies I/O performance at extreme scale for a specific filesystem and specific I/O libraries. Specifically, in [12] , the authors use an evolutionary method to explore the large space of I/O parameters for HDF5-based application. In [11] , the authors present extensive characterization, tuning, and optimization of parallel I/O on the Jaguar supercomputer. In [13] , the authors use a mathematical model to reproduce the filesystem behavior; simulation results are used to validate the model values and an auto-tuning tool searches for optimal parameters, starting from the validated model values. In [14] , the authors model disk I/O time for a specific type of technology (i.e., SAD) and a specific platform (i.e., Dash -a prototype for the large, 1024-node Gordon system at SDSC). Other I/O efforts study the overall I/O performance for one or multiple applications [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Conclusions
In this paper we present our experience in benchmarking and profiling the I/O of two scientific applications with irregular I/O patterns, QMCPack and ENZO. Our initial hypothesis was that when the simulation processes write irregular amount of data per process at each I/O step, the overall simulation exhibits increasing I/O times and substantial loss in scalability. The results in this paper indicate that our hypothesis is true for large data sizes (i.e., when each process write data in the range of tens of megabytes) but not for smaller I/O size (i.e., when each process write data in the range of few megabytes or lower). Since the I/O of applications is growing in size as computing approaches the extreme scale, we expect that the I/O patterns will play a larger role in the performance tuning. Future work of the group includes defining strategies that integrate the I/O patterns as a first-class citizen in the I/O tuning process.
